Abstract-A successive-relaying-aided network (SRAN) is designed for a multiuser spread-spectrum scenario conceived for noncoherent (NC) detection to convert the typical 50% half-duplex relaying induced throughput loss to a potential user-load reduction of the code-division multiple-access (CDMA) system, where the NC allows us to avoid the extra power consumption imposed by channel estimation. We commence by evaluating the NC discreteinput-continuous-output memoryless channel (DCMC) capacity of both the amplify-and-forward-based (AF) and decode-andforward-based (DF) SRANs in the direct-sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) uplink (UL). While NC detection has the added benefit of eliminating both the pilot overhead and the powerhungry channel estimation, it tends to form an error floor at high Doppler frequencies. We mitigate this problem using multiplesymbol detection, which increases the detection complexity upon extending the detection window. Finally, a relay-aided softinput-soft-output multiple-symbol differential sphere detection (SISO-MSDSD) CDMA regime is proposed, which significantly reduces the system's complexity without sacrificing its performance.
duplex relaying induced throughput loss was advocated in [4] and [5] , where the successive-relaying regime was proposed and analyzed.
We extend the investigation of successive-relaying-aided networks (SRANs) from the single-user scenario to a more realistic multiuser scenario of the direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) UL. The path loss between the mobile station (MS) and the base station (BS) will be mitigated with the aid of the proposed SRAN; hence, the performance of cell-edge users may be remarkably improved [6] . In contrast to [7] , the successive-relaying-induced interference generated both at the relay node (RN) and the destination node (DN) may be eliminated by directly exploiting the classic DS-CDMA principle upon assigning unique link-specific spreading codes to the potentially interfering links. Naturally, this implies that the orthogonal time slots used in [5] are replaced by unique link-specific CDMA spreading codes at the cost of imposing a soft limit on the number of users that maybe supported, given the limited number of spreading codes.
To eliminate the potentially complex channel estimation of coherent-detection-aided cooperative systems, which consumes extra energy and requires pilots that reduce the overall throughput, the family of noncoherent (NC) detection arrangements dispensing with any channel estimation becomes an attractive design alternative. Naturally, they typically impose a 3-dB performance loss in comparison with their perfectchannel-estimation-based counterparts. However, in practice, this penalty is lower than 3 dB since practical channel estimators may impose a substantial performance loss. Regretfully, however, the NC detector's performance erodes at high normalized Doppler frequencies. As a remedy, the multiple-symbol differential sphere detection (MSDSD) algorithm devised by Lampe et al. [8] strikes an attractive tradeoff between the biterror-rate (BER) performance attained and the complexity imposed. Accordingly, a practical NC detector may be conceived. To transform the hard-decision-based MSDSD algorithm to a power-efficient soft-decision-aided iterative detection scheme, the MSDSD algorithm was further developed to the softinput-soft-output MSDSD (SISO-MSDSD) regime in [9] .
Against this background, our novel contribution is as follows.
1)
We design an SRAN for a multiuser scenario, where a specific interference suppression regime is designed and where the effects of both the successive-relayinginduced interference and of the multiple-access interference (MAI) are evaluated.
0018-9545/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE 2) We derive the NC discrete-input-continuous-output memoryless channel (DCMC) capacity of both the AFbased and DF-based SRANs in the multiuser scenario, and further exploit the capacity results attained to inform our cooperative-protocol-selection-based system design. 3) We specifically devise a relay-aided SISO-MSDSD algorithm, which is capable of combining the different received signal streams at the destination, and incorporate it in the DF-based SRAN. 4) We demonstrate that, by combing the relay-aided SISO-MSDSD decoder with the successive-relaying regime, the proposed transceiver significantly reduces the system's complexity while operating close to the system's capacity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our system model is described in Section II. Section III derives the NC DCMC capacities of both the AF-based and DF-based SRANs. Then, in Section IV, we design the proposed transceiver architecture based on the capacity analysis provided in Section III and investigate both the complexity and the robustness of the proposed transceiver. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A typical scenario of the cooperative DS-CDMA UL is portrayed in Fig. 1 , where the MS s roaming close to the edge of the DS-CDMA cell activates the SRAN regime to improve its communication quality. The activated relays r 0 and r 1 and the BS d are specifically labeled in Fig. 1 .
The path-loss gain achieved by the reduced transmission distance experienced in cooperative systems is introduced in the following. As detailed in [10] , the average path-loss gains of the source-to-relay link S−R i and relay-to-destination link R i −D with respect to the source-to-destination (SD) link are given by
, respectively, where the notation D ab , a, b ∈ {s, r 0 , r 1 , d}, represents the distance between nodes a and b. Throughout this paper, the path-loss exponent is fixed to α = 3 for representing a typical urban area.
To simplify our analysis, we assume that the SRAN has a symmetric topology, which implies that
Let us define the transmit power of the MS s for a conventional single-link direct-transmission-based DS-CDMA UL as P total . For the sake of a fair comparison between the system employing the proposed SRAN and that operating without an SRAN, we assume that the overall transmit power of the SRAN-aided DS-CDMA UL, which consists of the transmit power P s of MS s and the transmit power P r i of relay r i , is also P total . Explicitly, no sophisticated power-allocation scheme is considered here; we simply equally allocate the total power P total to the source and the relay, i.e., we have P s = P r i = P = 1/2P total .
Furthermore, all the possible propagation paths between the s, r i , and d are assumed to be the correlated time-selective generalized block-fading Rayleigh channels of [11] , where the fading coefficients h ab [k] , a, b ∈ {s, r 0 , r 1 , d}, of the channel between nodes a and b fluctuate in a correlated manner over the block period, rather than remaining constant, and then switch to another that in itself is a correlated but independently fading block with respect to the previous block. The independent and identical distributed (i.i.d.) assumption from one block to the next [12] is convenient for information-theoretic analysis as it allows us to focus on a single block in studying the capacity. The correlated block-fading period of the channel is represented by T b , and the variance σ 2 ab , a, b ∈ {s, r 0 , r 1 , d}, of any channel fading coefficient h ab [k] is assumed to be unity.
More details about the SRAN, particularly the transmission processes of the different cooperative phases, are depicted in Fig. 2 , where the source transmissions are segmented into identical-length transmission frames of L symbols.
Observe in Fig. 2 that, in the even phase, s broadcasts its information stream, while r 0 listens to s and r 1 forwards the signals received from s during the most recent phase. In the consecutive odd phase, s continues to broadcast its next information stream, but the roles of the relays r 0 and r 1 alternate. Similar to [5] and [13] , we assume that the transmissions of the SRAN depicted in Fig. 2 are perfectly aligned to form a synchronous system. As detailed in [5] and [13] , an impediment of the SRAN is the interference generated among the relays, which is referred to the interrelay interference (IRI). The IRI is further aggravated by the cochannel interference (CCI) between the signals transmitted from the source node (SN) and the RN, both of which are simultaneously received at the DN, as shown in Fig. 2 . As a benefit of combining DS-CDMA with the SRAN philosophy, the inherent ability of CDMA to deal with the multipath effects assists the SRAN in overcoming its interference-limited behavior [14] .
A. Concise Introduction of Notations
Boldface characters are utilized to represent the matrices and vectors. Many notations will be represented in the form of X l ab [k] , which normally means that the physical object X l ab [k] is associated with network nodes a and b, and occurs in the kth symbol duration of the lth frame. A bar over the boldface characters is utilized to emphasize that the matrix (or vector) is constructed from other matrices (or vectors) in a specific manner. The notations in the form of I l ab [k] represent the interference generated by node a and imposed on node b, where the interference is multiplied by a pseudonoise (PN) sequence. If the multiplication by a PN sequence is omitted as a result of executing the despreading operation, we replace I l ab [k] with I l ab [k] . The tilde inñ a is used to emphasize that it is an amplified and faded noise variable.
B. Limitations of Directly Embedding the DS-CDMA UL in the SRAN
In conventional DS-CDMA systems, the SN s employs a single user-specific PN sequence for spreading each individual user's modulated signals. Observe the successive-relayingaided UL in Fig. 2 , which portrays the situation that the signal components received from both the SN and the RN at the DN are spread by the same PN CDMA sequence, albeit this violates the orthogonal code-division principle of DS-CDMA.
Then, upon considering the AF-based SRAN, the transmit power of the RN r i assigned to the kth symbol of the (l + 1)st frame consists of four components received during the most recent frame: P 
. . .
where the amplification factor f 2 AM r i constrains the transmitted power of the RN to P r i = P . Naturally, the noise component received by rī in the (l − 1)st frame will contaminate the transmitted signal of r i in the (l + 1)st frame, as seen by substituting (2) into (1). This process is then continued recursively. Based on the assumption that P l s , P l MAI , and the SNR remain constant for the different frames, and proceeding backwards from the (l + 1)st frame to the second frame, the variance of the total recursively accumulated noise component in P l+1 r i may be approximated by
where f and G represent f AM r i and G rīr i , respectively. This reveals that all the noise generated in different frames at the different relays will be consistently scaled and accumulated during the transmission process of the AF-based SRAN. Quantitatively, they impose an extra noise component having a variance of (f 2 · σ 2 /(1 − f 2 G)) on the DN, which cannot be mitigated by the single despreading operation at the DN. 1 
C. DS-CDMA-Based Interference Suppression Regime
, i = 0, 1 denote a pair of PN sequences having a cross-correlation (CCL) of γ 01 and a spreading factor of Q. Observe at RN r 0 in Fig. 2 that the received AWGN vector n[k] of a symbol duration consists of Q chip-related AWGN samples n[(k − 1)Q + q], which may be formulated as [15] 
where η 1 is a Gaussian variable. If η 1 is further spread by C 0 and then despread by C T 1 , we obtain
Observe that η 1 of (5) obeys a Gaussian distribution in statistical terms, but each of its realizations becomes a specific value in (6) . Hence, (6) may be rewritten as
This implies that the power of the AWGN vector n[k] cannot be reduced by a single combined spread-despread operation, but it can definitely be mitigated by multiple spread-despread operations.
Based on the given analysis, a specifically arranged DS-CDMA regime is designed here to circumvent the potential noise accumulation process and to mitigate both the successiverelaying-induced interference and the MAI imposed on the cooperative DS-CDMA UL. In more detail, at SN s, the modulated symbols S l [k] are alternately spread by C 0 and C 1 from frame to frame (l = 0, 1, . . .). If the AF protocol is employed, the received signals are first despread by C T i in the listening mode of RN r i and then directly spread by C i in the transmit mode of RN r i before the amplification operation. Hence, when we employ an appropriate PN sequence to suppress the interfering signal transmitted by the RNs (e.g., the IRI) at the receiver (RN or DN), according to (7), the AF noise component inherent in the interference will be simultaneously suppressed. This implies that the noise accumulation process is indeed 1 For simplifying the analysis of the noise accumulation problem in the AFbased SRAN, the path-loss reduction factor G ab , a, b ∈ {s, r 0 , r 1 , d}, the MAI power P l MAI , and the SNR are assumed to be constant over a number of consecutive frames. The instantaneous channel fading coefficient h ab [k] is also replaced by its variance σ 2 ab , which is assumed to be unity. Based on these simplifying assumptions (1)- (4) were derived, which are physically plausible from a long-term average perspective.
avoided. If the DF protocol is employed, the remodulated symbolsS l [k] are always spread by C i in the RN r i . Thus, our spreading scheme also guarantees that the two different components of the signal received at the DN, namely those that correspond to the SN's transmitted signal and to the RN's forwarded signal, respectively, are always spread by different PN sequences. These operations are also shown in Fig. 2 .
D. General Form of the DN's Received Signals
We assume that the channel's fading coefficients h l ab [k] maintain the same value in different chip durations of the same symbol. Hence, the kth received signal of the lth frame at the DN may be formulated as
· Cī, and the RN's forwarded signal is given by c
where I Q denotes the identity matrix having a dimension of Q. We assume having (M + 1) users, namely the desired user plus M interfering users, and the transmissions of the M interfering users are asynchronous with the transmissions of the desired user. In more detail, the MAI imposed by the M interfering users on the DN is given by
E. AF-Based SRAN Model
When employing the AF protocol, the RN's forwarded signal c
The component I (9) captures the effect of IRI after the combined despread-spread operation of RN r i , which can be detailed as
where the CCL between the PN sequence C a and the PN sequence C b is commonly represented by γ ab . We specifically assign a pair of PN sequences having a CCL of −1/Q as Cī and C i to significantly reduce the IRI effects, i.e., we have γī i = −1/Q. Then, after the combined despread-spread operation, the MAI imposed on r i during the (l − 1)st frame becomes
From the central limit theorem [16] , the summation of M independent random variables can be modeled by the Gaussian distribution. Hence, the componentĨ (11) may be approximated by a Gaussian variable. Based on the Gaussian approximation method [17] , the variance ofĨ
[k] may be approximated by
Regretfully, the power of the MAI imposed on the RN is unknown, but we may utilize the MAI imposed on the DN to approximately model it. Then, based on the assumption that the DS-CDMA system has a perfect power control, we may readily derive the following relationship:
where the factor λ is determined by the ratio of the MAI imposed on the RN r i to the MAI imposed on the BS d. 2 By substituting (13) to (12), (12) is rewritten as
To constrain the transmitted power of the RN r i to P r i [18] , and invoking (10) and (14), the amplification factor of r i is represented by f
We note that c
[k] of (9) corresponds to the kth modulated source symbol of the previous frame, namely to
transmitted by the SN in the present frame. This particular property of the SRAN was also described in [13, Fig.1(d) ].
At the DN, the different components of the received signal y l [k] can be resolved by appropriately configuring the chipwaveform matched filter for the different spreading codes. When the filter is matched to the waveform Cī, the signal directly transmitted by the SN will contribute the main component of the despread signal, whereas the RN's forwarded signal and the interfering users' signals become the interference. Hence, the associated output of the chip-waveform matched filter is given by
where
accounts for the relay's forwarded signal component after the despreading operation. Recalling the analysis of Section II-C, according to (7), the noise term n l−1 r i
[k] in (9) will be suppressed along with the other components of (9) by the CCL γī i . Then, (8) , whose variance may be calculated by a process similar to (11) and (14) . Hence, the variances of the interference terms in (15) are obtained as
where 
F. DF-Based SRAN Model
When employing the DF protocol, the despread signal of the (l − 1)st frame at r i associated with
which is similar to (9) . To avoid the typical error-propagation problem of the DF protocol, we ensure that the signals at RN r i are forwarded only when correctly decoded. Consequently, the signal forwarded by r i is formulated as
At the DN, when the chip-waveform matched filter is applied to the waveform of Cī, the resultant output corresponding to the information-bearing symbol
where the definitions of the terms of I
are similar to that in (15) , and their variances are also equivalent to that in (15) . Similarly, another despread signal extracted from y l [k] of (8) but corresponding to the information-bearing
III. NONCOHERENT DISCRETE-INPUT-CONTINUOUS-OUTPUT MEMORYLESS CHANNEL CAPACITY OF THE SUCCESSIVE-RELAYING-AIDED NETWORK
Both the AF and the DF protocols may be invoked by the SRAN. Hence, we have to find the appropriate cooperation protocol for a given transmission scenario. The optimum cooperation protocol selection can be achieved with the aid of capacity analysis. As aforementioned, NC detection will be employed to avoid the complexity and pilot overhead of channel estimation. Hence, we focus on deriving the NC DCMC capacity of both AF-based and DF-based SRANs. Then, in Section IV, we will exploit this to inform and motivate our design.
The transmission arrangement of the twin-relay-aided successive-relaying procedure may be viewed as the superimposed transmissions of two half-duplex three-terminal cooperative networks [13] conditioned by the CCI and IRI imposed on the SRAN that have been equivalently induced in the two halfduplex three-terminal cooperative networks. This is also shown in Fig. 2 , where the transmissions represented by the solid lines in the even and odd phases constitute one of the half-duplex three-terminal cooperative networks, namely Coop-I. Similarly, the transmissions represented by the dashed lines in the even and odd phases constitute another one, namely Coop-II. Hence, we split the DCMC capacity derivation process into two steps. First, we attain the NC DCMC capacity of the half-duplex three-terminal cooperative network and then extend the result obtained in the first step to the SRAN. Furthermore, as stated in Section II, based on the i.i.d. assumption of the channel, here, we can focus our attention on a single transmission block, which is randomly extracted from a transmission frame and happen to experience a complete fading block.
A. NC DCMC Capacity for the AF-Based SRAN in the Cooperative DS-CDMA UL
According to the given philosophy, the NC DCMC capacity of the AF-based SRAN is constituted by the sum of the capacities of the AF-based subnetworks Coop-I and Coop-II, which is formulated as
In the subnetwork Coop-I, during the even-phase broadcast interval of length T s , a block of the modulated source symbols
T is broadcast by the SN. The transmissions via the SD link generate the signal vector z
T , which is actually constituted by the associated despread signals received at the DN, as detailed in (15) . According to [16] again, the interference components in (15) are treated as a Gaussian variable. Consequently, the overall equivalent noise component imposed on vector z l s may be expressed as
Furthermore, the associated fading coefficients of the SD link are represented by
T . Hence, given the definitions 3 Φ sd = P E{h sd h H sd } and S = diag{S l }, the covariance matrix Ψ sd of the despread received signal vector z l s is given by
where both the successive-relaying-induced interference and the MAI are included in the evaluation. The detailed derivation of (23) is not provided here owing to space limitations, but similar procedures may be found in [8] and [19] . Similarly, the signal vector z
T represents another replica of the same modulated source symbol block S l , which is generated by the consecutive transmissions from the SN to the RN during the broadcast phase (i.e., even phase) of duration T s , and then to the DN during the multiple-access phase (i.e., odd phase) of duration T r . The equivalent fading coefficients of the associated channels are represented by
T . Then, the overall equiva-
is composed by all the interference and noise components in (16) . The relevant covariance matrix is formulated as
Similar to our earlier analysis, given definition
may be formulated as
In the capacity analysis, a single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) system having N T = 1 transmit antenna, and N R = 2 receive antennas may be employed to equivalently model the AF-based subnetwork Coop-I, where the transmissions via the SD link during the broadcast phase of Coop-I can be viewed as the transmissions from the single transmit antenna to one of the two receive antennas in the equivalent SIMO system. Similarly, the consecutive transmissions from the SN to the RN ensuing during the broadcast phase and then to the DN during the multipleaccess phase in Coop-I can be treated as the transmissions from the single transmit antenna to another receive antenna while experiencing the equivalent channel's fading effect and incurring the same interference-plus-noise impairment in the SIMO system. Hence, the entire input-output relation of the equivalent SIMO system may be formulated by
where we have the definitions Z = [z , namely by the relayed versions of the source codewords, involve a product of Gaussian random variables, which is no longer Gaussian. Nevertheless, fortunately, Ding et al. further demonstrated that the ergodic channel capacity of the AF-aided single-relay system based on the Gaussian assumption is still achievable, provided that the covariance matrix of the system's input signal is diagonal, and the diagonal elements may be obtained by solving the resultant optimization problems invoking multidimensional integrals. In the spirit of [20] , we may approximate the capacity of the equivalent SIMO system based on the Gaussian assumption. Hence, according to [21] , the probability density function of Z conditioned on S is readily expressed as
where the conditional covariance matrix Ψ is calculated by
Let us define β 1 = T s /(T s + T r ) and β 2 = T r /(T s + T r ), which were introduced for evaluating the effect of the sourceand relay-transmission duration ratio of a conventional singlerelay-aided two-phase cooperative network, as detailed in [22] . Apparently, the AF-based subnetwork Coop-I has the inherent relationship of β 1 = β 2 = 0.5, which can be hence represented by a single variable of β. Then, according to [23] and [24] , the capacity of Coop-I may be readily formulated as
where the conditional entropy H(Z|S) can be calculated in a closed form as
However, the entropy H(Z) cannot be evaluated in a closed form. A practical approach to its numerical evaluation is constituted by the following Monte Carlo integration:
Since each element of the T b -component differentially encoded signal vector S l is chosen independently from an M c -point constellation set M c with equal probabilities, the number of all hypothetically transmitted symbol matrices S is equal to M T b c , and the notation χ in (31) represents the set of all hypothetical values of S . Additionally, in line with [25] , we also define the so-called equivalent transmit SNR, which is determined by the ratio of the transmit power with respect to the receiver's noise. This definition is convenient but unconventional since, in contrast to the classic SNR, these two quantities are measured at physically different points. Now, we are ready to calculate the value of C AF Coop−I . Then, we can simply attain the capacity of the subnetwork Coop-II following a similar process. According to (21) , the NC DCMC capacity of the AF-based SRAN becomes available.
B. NC DCMC Capacity for the DF-based SRAN in the Cooperative DS-CDMA UL
Similarly to (21) , the NC DCMC capacity of the DF-based SRAN is constituted by the sum of the capacities of the DF-based subnetworks Coop-I and Coop-II, which is formulated as follows:
In the broadcast interval of subnetwork Coop-I, which is presented by solid lines in the even phase in Fig. 2 T generated by RN r 0 is received at the DN, which is despread to signal block z l+1 r 0 associated with (20) . Hence, based on the upper and lower bounds on the capacity of a half-duplex relaying system provided in [22] and on the fact that the SN remains silent during the odd phase, we can obtain the upper and lower bounds for subnetwork Coop-I as
Furthermore, in order for the RN r 0 to detect the received signal correctly and thus to avoid the potential error propagation problem, the actual source transmission rate, namely R DF Coop−I , cannot exceed the NC DCMC capacity of the S−R 0 link. Hence, we obtain another constraint on the error-free-relayingbased capacity as
where the interference components are treated as noise contaminating the desired signal having the equivalent power. h sr 0 and h r 0 d denote the fading coefficient vectors corresponding to S−R 0 link and R 0 −D link, respectively. After obtaining the relevant covariance matrices, the NC DCMC capacity of subnetwork Coop-I can be attained by implementing a similar process according to (29)-(31). According to the symmetry between subnetworks Coop-I and Coop-II, we may argue that the NC DCMC capacity solution of subnetwork Coop-II is also available. Hence, the evaluation of the NC DCMC capacity of the DF-based SRAN is deemed completed. Moreover, no code-rate optimization was considered here for the sake of simplifying the analysis. Hence, we equally split the time between the broadcast and cooperation phases, which directly leads to β 1 = β 2 = 0.5, when calculating (36). Table I , where the distance D sd is always normalized to unity. Hence, the process that the value of θ increases represents the fact that the selected relays roam further and further away from SN, but closer and closer to DN. Employing the normalized distance list in Table I , the path-loss gain associated with certain θ may be obtained according to [10] . Furthermore, in our simulations, the Gold sequence set having a spreading factor of 127 is employed.
C. Simulation Results and Analysis
A cooperative-user-selection scheme is employed, where the effect of the RN's position is considered. The corresponding simulation results of C AF Successive , as evaluated from (21), (29)-(31), are displayed in Fig. 3 , where the following RN positions expressed in terms of θ ∈ {(1/3), (1/2), 1, 2, 3} were considered, and the number of interfering users was fixed to M = 0.
We have observed in Fig. 3 that the capacity of the SN's UL employing the AF-based SRAN exceeds that of the conventional single-link direct transmission structure, when appointing RNs sufficiently close to the SN. By contrast, it results in a degraded capacity compared with the conventional direct transmission structure, when appointing RNs close to the DN. In our particular case, appointing the RNs at the position of θ = 1/2 is seen to be the best strategy in Fig. 3 , which slightly improves the capacity C AF Successive compared with the scenarios of θ = 1/3 and θ = 1. In our next investigation, we fixed the position of RNs to θ = 1/2 and focused our attention on the detrimental effects of having an increased number of interfering users M . Specifically, the values of M ∈ {0, 32, 64} are considered for modeling the scenarios of zero, moderate, and heavy MAI, respectively. (21) and (29)- (31), where a normalized Doppler frequency of f d = 0.01 is assumed. Fig. 4 . Noncoherent DCMC capacity C AF Successive in zero, moderate, and heavy MAI scenarios, as evaluated from (21) and (29) The relevant simulation results displayed in Fig. 4 demonstrate that the capacity of the AF-based SRAN always exceeds that of the direct transmission system, regardless of the number of interfering users. It is more intriguing to find that the capacity advantage of the AF-based SRAN increases with respect to the conventional direct transmission system, when the MAI becomes stronger. This implies that, in contrast to the conventional DS-CDMA UL, the cooperative DS-CDMA UL will exhibit more substantial advantages in high-load situations. Furthermore, it is expected that, if we adjust the amplification factor f AM r i with the aid of accurate power control instead of equally splitting the power between the SN and the RN, the AF-based capacity may be further improved, as also reported in [20] and [26] . This benefit may indeed be anticipated since Similarly, when the DF-based SRAN is employed, the attainable capacity C DF Successive associated with different RN positions is characterized in Fig. 5 . This demonstrates that appointing RNs that roam closer to the SN rather than to the DN in the DF-based SRAN provides a higher capacity. To expound a little further, in the low-SNR region (< 1 dB), the DF-based system appointing RNs at the position of θ = 1 achieves the highest capacity. The earlier noted phenomenon, namely that the capacity gain achieved by replacing the direct transmission structure with the SRAN increases upon increasing the number of interfering users, remains valid, when considering the DFbased SRAN, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 . Upon comparing Figs. 3-5, We observe that the DF-based SRAN appointing appropriate RNs outperforms AF-based SRAN, particularly at low SNRs, i.e., in the low-throughput region. In this treatise, we configure our SRAN to operate at low SNRs for the sake of saving precious transmit power. Accordingly, instead of the AF scheme, the DF scheme is proposed for our SRAN, where an improved BER performance is expected.
IV. RELAY-AIDED SOFT-INPUT-SOFT-OUTPUT-MULTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL SPHERE DETECTION-ASSISTED ITERATIVE DECODING FOR SUCCESSIVE RELAYING
Based on the analysis provided in Section III, we simply assume that two relays are selected, which employ the DF relaying and roam close to the midway position between the SN and the DN, where we have D sr i = D r i d . In this system design part, a low MAI scenario is assumed for the sake of concentrating on the specific properties of SRANs. Furthermore, we consider a more realistic scenario here, where all the channels are assumed to be conventional narrowband correlated timeselective Rayleigh fading channels.
The transceiver architecture specifically designed for our DF-based SRAN is portrayed in Fig. 7 . At the SN, we use a conventional differentially encoded modulator, such as differential quadrature phase-shift keying (DQPSK) depicted at the top-right corner in Fig. 7 , which is further combined with a unity rate code's (URC) encoder to create a two-stage inner code. 4 Furthermore, a conventional half-rate RSC is employed as the outer code. Hence, a three-stage RSC-URC-DM source encoder is created. The corresponding URC decoder assisted 4 The URC model has an infinite impulse response due to its recursive encoder structure; consequently, the EXIT curve of the URC-aided inner decoder is capable of approaching the point of perfect convergence at (1, 1) in the EXIT chart, which is a necessary condition for near-capacity operation [6] , [27] , and for eliminating the potential error-floor phenomenon. Therefore, the receiver of the RN is capable of near-perfectly detecting the information bitŝ u 1 bore in the signals received from the SN, at low SNR values as possible.
three-stage receiver proposed for the relay is also portrayed in Fig. 7 . In more detail, the RN's receiver consists of three stages, namely the conventional single-path SISO-MSDSDbased soft decoder [9] , the URC decoder, and the RSC decoder. The extrinsic information and a priori information, represented by E(·) and A(·), respectively, are interleaved and iteratively exchanged within the two-stage inner decoder I r inner times before the result is further exchanged between the inner and outer decoders I r outer times. The motivation of employing this three-stage concatenated decoder architecture is to improve the convergence behavior of the iterative decoder with the aid of the URC decoder, as detailed in [6] and [27] . As a benefit, the error propagation problem of the DF scheme is avoided. The RN's transmitter is designed to be identical to the three-stage RSC-URC-dispersion-matrix encoder of the SN. Furthermore, the proposed SISO-MSDSD decoder is also employed at the DN, where we have to ensure that its multiple-input signal streams are appropriately time aligned, so that they correspond to the same differentially modulated symbols. Hence, if the estimatesû 1 are correctly generated by the RN's receiver, the differentially modulated symbols produced by the RN's transmitter will be the same as S l [k] . Before introducing the DN's receiver design, we first analyze the proposed SISO-MSDSD algorithm. Initially, the SISO-MSDSD algorithm advocated by Pauli et al. in [9] was invoked for iterative decoding in the direct transmission system, which was then further developed for our cooperative network. The resultant modified SISO-MSDSD algorithm is consequently termed as the relay-aided SISO-MSDSD. This was achieved by developing a sophisticated sphere detection (SD) scheme, which is capable of simultaneously dealing with multiple softinput information streams, where the streams are associated with the same modulated symbols. Instead of processing a single received signal stream, our relay-aided SISO-MSDSD evaluates the a posteriori LLR of the μth bit u[μ] by simultaneously processing Ω received signal streams represented by {z λ } λ=1,2,...,Ω as follows:
whereb is the complement of b. The resultant relay-aided SISO-MSDSD decoder is employed as the first stage of the overall iterative receiver at the DN, which is then further amalgamated with the URC decoder to form a two-stage inner decoder for appropriately complementing the SN's and RN's transmitter architecture. As described in Section III, the despread signal streams of z Our complexity comparison between the single-path SISO-MSDSD decoder advocated in [9] and the proposed relay-aided SISO-MSDSD decoder is provided in Fig. 8 . In the spirit of [9] , the average number of real-valued multiplication operations (RMOs) required for generating a single soft output during the SISO-MSDSD once per iteration is employed here as our complexity measure. If a correlated block-fading period of T b = 6 and a normalized Doppler frequency of f d = 0.01 are assumed, the SNR values of 6.05 and 2.12 dB represent the corresponding "turbo-cliff" points for the single-path SISO-MSDSD-assisted system and for the relay-aided SISO-MSDSD-assisted system, respectively. We will return to these issues later in the context of Fig. 9(b) . For the sake of a fair comparison, we ensured that both the conventional single-path SISO-MSDSD decoder and the relay-aided SISO-MSDSD decoder operated near their associated "turbo-cliff" points. Then, we varied the a priori mutual information on the two different SISO-MSDSD decoders and recorded the associated number of RMO required for producing a single soft output once per iteration. Observe in Fig. 8 that the proposed relay-aided SISO-MSDSD decoder approximately doubles the complexity compared with the single-path SISO-MSDSD decoder, which is valid right across the entire a priori mutual information region considered. The remaining components of the DN's receiver are similar to those of the RN; hence, they affect the overall complexity in a similar way.
When designing an iterative-decoding-aided cooperative system, the distributed turbo-coding scheme advocated in [25] is attractive since it benefits from the iterative information exchange between the direct and relayed versions of the same codeword, which experience uncorrelated fading. Naturally, the improved system performance is achieved at the cost of increasing the complexity imposed by employing an extra iteration stage.
By contrast, the proposed relay-aided SISO-MSDSD algorithm constitutes a realistic method of maintaining low complexity, where the combination of the information provided by the direct and relayed signal streams, namely by z , is achieved without an extra iteration stage. More explicitly, in a cooperative network, where the distributed turbo coding principle is employed by invoking the single-path SISO-MSDSD algorithm, as in [12] , each input signal stream is first individually processed by a single-path SISO-MSDSDaided turbo decoder within the inner iterative stage of [12, Fig. 5] . Then, the resultant information is passed on to the outer iterative stage, and typically, at least two iterations are carried out to exchange information between the different input signal streams. Hence, based on our complexity comparisons shown in Fig. 8 , it is reasonable to argue that our three-stage relay-aided-MSDSD-URC-RSC decoder is capable of halving the system complexity imposed by the conventional singlepath SISO-MSDSD-aided distributed turbo decoder. Let us now investigate the robustness of the proposed three-stage relayaided-MSDSD-URC-RSC decoder in the terms of its BER performance. We commence by identifying the "turbo-cliff" SNR with the aid of Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts, as detailed in [6] . Both the relevant EXIT chart and BER results of our AF/DF-based SRAN are shown in Fig. 9 , when using the system parameters summarized in Table II. The MSDSD scheme requires the symbols of a decision block to be correlated. By contrast, we have to eliminate the fading-induced correlations among symbols for the sake of achieving efficient iterative decoding, which is attained by using an interleaver frame length corresponding to 480 × 10 3 differentially modulated symbols. The adaptive-windowduration-based scheme proposed for the SISO-MSDSD algorithm in [9] is capable of reducing the system's complexity, but all the systems involved in our comparisons, such as the conventional direct-transmission-based system and the AF-or DF-based SRANs, are capable of directly adopting it. Hence, regardless whether we opt for employing the adaptive-windowduration-based scheme, this would not affect the preference order of the different systems. Accordingly, we fixed the observation window size of the SISO-MSDSD algorithm to N wind = 6 for all the systems. Furthermore, to guarantee the fairness of our comparisons among all the systems considered, the overall transmit power P total is equally shared between the SN and RN transmitters, as suggested in Section III, which is equal to the overall power of the direct-transmission-based system.
It is observed in Fig. 9(a) that an open tunnel exists between the EXIT curves of the two-stage inner relay-aided-MSDSD-URC decoder and the outer RSC decoder, when the overall equivalent SNR value 5 reaches 2.12 dB. Furthermore, the associated Monte Carlo-simulation-based decoding trajectory relying on a frame length of L = 960 × 10 3 bits closely matches the EXIT curves. Correspondingly, an infinitesimally low BER is expected beyond the SNR = 2.12 dB point. This is further evidenced in Fig. 9(b) . The capacity of the proposed DF-based SRAN is also characterized in Fig. 9(b) , which can be directly attained in Fig. 5 . In our case, the corresponding bandwidth efficiency is η ≈ R c × log 2 M c × ((T b − 1)/T b ) = 0.8333 bit/s/Hz. Hence, the proposed transceiver architecture of Fig. 7 attains a performance within 2.6 dB from the capacity of the DF-based SRAN. This 2.6-dB discrepancy may be further reduced for example with the aid of an irregular outer code, as detailed for example in [27] .
To elaborate a little further, observe in Fig. 9 (b) that an approximately 3.9-dB power reduction is achieved by the proposed DF scheme in comparison with the classic direct transmission regime. By contrast, its corresponding AF-based counterpart attains a more modest power reduction of about 0.5 dB, which is attained at lower complexity than that of the DF arrangement.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have suppressed the successive-relayinginduced interference with the aid of the specifically arranged DS-CDMA technique. Then, based on the capacity analysis of Section III and the simulation results of Section IV, we may reasonably conclude that, instead of invoking the distributed turbo coding regime of [25] , our proposed transceiver specifically designed for the DF-based SRAN allowed us to halve the system complexity. The SNR discrepancy with respect to the associated DF-based SRAN's NC DCMC capacity was as low as 2.6 dB. Furthermore, a power reduction of about 3.4 and 3.9 dB was attained with respect to its AF and to its directtransmission-based counterparts, respectively.
